Introduction
The dynamics of polymorphic and drastic processes of the modern world has largely influenced the consolidation of the modulated representations about a number of cultural phenomena in the minds of laymen. One of these phenomena is fetishism. After hearing the word "fetishism", a researcher of the world of religious culture associates it with a definition that can be found in almost any book or training manual on religious studies. And there will not be a fundamental difference in the possible variation of the definition, as its basic semantic content is surprisingly limited with a traditional repeatability of a once found easy cliché.
However, the sphere of religious studies is not the only one, where fetishism is researched.
Psychology scientists refer to it more often, and, in addition, the palette of a psychological study of fetishism is more diverse. Finally, another area where fetishism is to be included in the problem field of research is aesthetics. However, the degree of aesthetic investigation of the problem is so insignificant that at the moment it would be fairer to talk about the philosophical and aesthetic reflection of fetishism in its private art aspects.
Statement of the problem
The philosophical understanding of fetishism was most publicized due to Karl Marx and his theory of fetishism of commodities. It is to be recalled that, the German philosopher put forward the idea that capitalist wealth was inevitably In the XVIII century A. Baumgarten, who was a follower of Wolf, made an attempt (a successful attempt, which did not get enough attention and development) to create a scientific program that could allow aesthetics to dissociate itself from art claims and to become an independent, fullfledged division of philosophical knowledge.
Baumgarten gave a name for the discipline«Aesthetica», offering to understand it as "the science of sensuous knowledge» [Baumgarten, 1883: 452] . "Sensuous" ("Sensually perceived signs of the sensuous") in this case should be understood not so much in a sensationalist way (as a feeling), but in a sensuous-emotional way (as phantasm) (A. Losev insists on the translation of «aestetica» exactly as "emotions").
This "uncertainty" in the fundamental positions of aesthetics is not accidental, and the difficulties which every thoughtful scholar faces, are expressed in the ambiguity of the substantive part of the object, which, in turn, is caused by the lack of an established epistemological apparatus and "coherent" methodology within the discipline allowing capturing and describing aesthetic phenomena in usual rational ways. In particular, Kant, a classic of German philosophy, wrote the following on the key issue of aesthetics: "<...> The judgement of taste is not a cognitive judgment, thus it is not a logical, but an aesthetic judgment, which refers to the judgment, whose determining principle can be only subjective. However, every relation of representations, even the relation of sensations can be objective (and then it is real in an empirical representation) <...>. The data in the judgment of a representation can be empirical (and thus aesthetic); the judgment made through is logical, only if these representations are related in the judgment with the object. On the contrary, even if these representations are rational, but in the judgment are related only to the subject (to its feeling), then such a judgment is always an aesthetic judgment» [Kant, 1994: 70-71] . In fact, Kant assigns a particular priori principle that differs from a logical judgment to an aesthetic judgment that is the absence of a cognitive judgment since its foundation is subjective.
On top of a brief historical-philosophical overview of the aesthetic problems, we give a few opinions of modern domestic philosophers about aesthesis and aesthetics that will help us to expand and maintain the topologic of the aesthetic in the context of our study: "Aesthesis as a condition of an excessive act of "the stiffness of gripes", with respect to its dynamic and topological distinction, contemplative-reflective and projective-active features", as V. Kruglov writes [Kruglov, 2009: 195] . Aesthesis as "sensuous being in the beauty of existence" is defined by A. Kazin [Kazin, 2010: 126] . S. Dzikevich offers to consider "nonverbal intellectual knowledge and non-verbal intellectual communication» to be the subject of aesthetics [Dzikevich, 2004: 17] .
Discussion
So, "aesthesis" as the sphere of the sensuousemotional and contemplative-reflective, distinct -135 - Every day an irresistible need to master a subject in close vicinity through its image, or more precisely, through its display, reproduction, appears» [Benjamin, 1996: 25] . Another term can be an analogue of "aura", that is "an aesthetic mask" which indicates, according to the modern researcher N. Saenko, "a sacred body of sense" [Saenko, 2011: 94] .
Please note that the idea of "display" and But there is another interpretation of the process of aesthetization -namely, the view of G.
Schulze, a modern German sociologist, according to whom, on the contrary, anesthetization is accompanied just with increasing reflexivity.
Consequently, the wider the range of possibilities, which are not limited at all, is, the more the decision, which is forced to become reflexive, is vested in the subject itself. For this it needs competences that will allow it to take a distanced position in relation to the circumstances. "A -136 - But this is a return to the unadorned, nature, animal life that can be beautiful only in some rare cases of the nature's play and disgrace. There are almost always a handful of potsherds instead of gold here» [Shpet, 2010] . Therefore, the problem of identification of the aesthetic nature in fetish is largely in an initial focus on rational understanding of aesthetic experience by the subject, in other words, the rationalization of the "transition" from the external orientation (beta-strat) to the internal (alphastrat). (However, subjective-rational "decoding" while "reading" this or that fetish is ultimately impossible). But (!) it is a rational inexpressiveness of the latter that should be attributed to the key characteristics of the aesthetic. Moreover, the totality of evidences (for example, a toponymic method) only impede a rational focus, without telling anything essential, thereby foredooming a researcher to an endless wandering around the far radial catacombs of the labyrinth in which "a rational transition", in fact, is reduced to banal descriptiveness diagnosing the phenotypic state of alpha-strat recognized by the subject. Here is an example: Fandorin, the protagonist of the novel "All the world's a stage" by B. Akunin, is a rationalist and deduct. In the novel he tries to make sense of his sudden impression: "Fandorin would have found it difficult to explain exactly how to decipher the thought that made him hold tight on the armchair handrails -because he had an uncontrollable desire to stand up and come closer to stare at her eagerly and intently. What is so special about her, he asked himself, as usual trying to rationalize the irrational. Where from is a sense of unprecedented, magnetizing beauty?
(emphasis added). He tried to judge impartially.
Indeed, strictly speaking, she is not a beauty.
Her features are perhaps too small. Her type is not classical: angular figure, sharp shoulders, a thin-lipped mouth that is too wide, a nose with a small hump. But all these irregularities did not weaken, but only reinforced the impression of a miracle» [Akunin, 2013: 59] . It is obvious: the descriptiveness (beta-stratability) does not allow us to distil anything intrinsic-informative from the direct aesthetic experience (alpha-stratability). At 
